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Guidelines for Commentators 
 
The e-journal “Bewegung und Training“ (Movement and Training) is the new online-journal of 
the sections for motor control and learning, biomechanics and exercise science of the 
“Deutsche Vereinigung für Sportwissenschaft” (German Society for Sport Science). In the 
journal’s Target Article rubric, theoretical approaches or reviews of empirical research on a 
movement-related question are put forward for discussion. Target Articles consist of a Main 
Article, a number of Comments, and the author’s Response. Author of the 2007 Target Arti-
cle is Gabriele Wulf with her manuscript on „Attentional focus and motor learning: A review of 
10 years of research“. Guest Editors of the Target Article Special Issue are Ernst-Joachim 
Hossner and Nicole Wenderoth. 

Comments may be submitted by any member of the scientific community. In view of the jour-
nal’s interdisciplinary approach, not only comments from a motor control and learning per-
spective are welcome but also contributions from sport and movement scientists with a bio-
mechanical, training- and exercise-related, or any other sport-related background. 

Comments may address strengths or weaknesses of the presented approach, limitations or 
extensions, relations or contradictions with respect to other work etc. Please refrain from 
statements that are not issue-related and from comments which first and foremost serve for 
propagating own ideas. After submission, there will be a double-blind peer-reviewing of the 
comments. Furthermore, the reviewers will give further recommendations when the number 
of commentaries exceeds the space available. 

A comment consists of a title, the author(s) name and affiliation, an abstract of maximum five 
lines, a main text of maximum three pages (without any division by sub-headings), and a 
reference list. Figures or tables can be added, however, the main text has to be reduced ac-
cordingly such that the maximum length of three pages is not exceeded. Comments must be 
submitted in English “comment_firstauthor.doc” using comment.dot as template and taking 
APA conventions into account. Please find the dot-file and Main Article manuscript attached 
to these guidelines or on the e-journal’s website (www.ejournal-but.de; option „english“ di-
rectly leads to the “Discussion Forum: Target Articles“). 

Comments can be submitted until Mai 15th, 2007 obeying the procedure as described on the 
e-journal’s website (www.ejournal-but.de; deutsch → Login → Einreichen → Kommentierter 
Beitrag → table filled in as shown below → Senden). Since the required steps are not (yet) 
translated into English, alternatively, comments can be submitted to Ernst-Joachim Hossner 
by email (hossner@uni-greifswald.de). For further information, please contact the Guest Edi-
tors. 
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